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Adaptive Compressive Sampling for Mid-infrared Spectroscopic
Imaging
M.Lotfollahi, N.Tran, S.Berisha, C.Gajjela, Z.Han, D.Mayerich, and R.Reddy, Member, IEEE
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy enables label-free molecular identification and quantification of biological
specimens. The resolution of diffraction limited FTIR imaging is poor due to the long optical wavelengths (2.5 µm to 12.5 µm)
used and this is particularly limiting in biomedical imaging. Photothermal imaging overcomes this diffraction limit by using a
multimodal pump/probe approach. However, these measurements require approximately 1 s per spectrum, making them impractical
for large samples. This paper introduces an adaptive compressive sampling technique to dramatically reduce hyperspectral data
acquisition time by utilizing both spectral and spatial sparsity. This method identifies the most informative spatial and spectral
features and integrates a fast tensor completion algorithm to reconstruct megapixel-scale images and demonstrates speed advantages
over FTIR imaging.
Index Terms—
Compressive Sampling, Compressive Sensing, Image Reconstruction, LASSO Reconstruction, Spectroscopic Imaging, SVM
Classification Metric
I. INTRODUCTION
INFRARED spectroscopic imaging is used in several fieldssuch as biomedical [1], material, environmental and tox-
icological chemistry [2], and forensic research for label-free
molecular identification and quantification. Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is the most common approach
for acquiring images which allows spatial localization of
molecular constituents. FTIR imaging probes the sample with
mid-infrared light (2.5 to 12.5µm), and has a wavelength
λ dependant, diffraction limited [3] spatial resolution. This
limits its applicability in many fields, such as cellular and
sub-cellular imaging, where features are below ≈6 µm in size.
Recent research in photothermal infrared (PTIR) [4] and
optical photothermal infrared (O-PTIR) [5] spectroscopy over-
come this limit using physical or low-wavelength optical
probes. The sample is excited using a mid-infrared quantum
cascade laser source, while localized absorbance is measured
using an atomic force microscope or secondary high-resolution
beam. These techniques provide sub-micrometer resolution
but are extremely slow. O-PTIR imaging of a 1 mm2 sample
at 250 nm resolution, which common in histology, requires
approximately 46 days using commercial instrumentation (mI-
Rage, Photothermal Spectroscopy Corp).
In theory, acquisition time can be dramatically reduced
using compressive sampling [6] to take advantage of spatial
and spectral sparsity. However, PTIR and O-PTIR provide
limited avenues for sparse sampling. In particular, acquisition
is currently limited to either (1) a 1D spectrum or (2) a 2D
band image.
In this paper, we describe an adaptive method to identify
the most informative spatial and spectral features given these
sampling constraints. We then simulate data acquisition on
large FTIR images and reconstruct the resulting hyperspectral
image (HSI) using a fast tensor completion algorithm to handle
megapixel-scale hyperspectral data. We also demonstrate that
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the most common metrics used to quantify reconstructed
HSI quality are inadequate in practice. We therefore propose
a classification-based metric compatible with FTIR image
assessment.
II. COMPRESSIVE SENSING
Compressive sensing (CS) is extensively employed in digital
image and signal processing [7], [8], [9] to reduce data
throughput by leveraging sparse optimization to reconstruct
incomplete measured data [6]. CS theory [10] utilizes the fact
that objects being imaged have a sparse representation in some
basis. FTIR spectra are sparse when projected on a principal
component [11] or Fourier bases [12].
In this paper, we reconstruct a large hyperspectral data cube
with the size of NS × ZS using ND selected point spectra
(ND << NS) and ZD spectral band images (ZD << ZS)
selected in different wavenumbers, where NS = XS × YS is
the number of pixels in spatial domain and ZS is the number
of spectral bands in the reconstructed hyperspectral data.
III. ADAPTIVE SAMPLING
Our approach uses an iterative method of adaptive sampling
and image reconstruction. At each iteration, identify and
collect the most informative band images and point spectra.
This new data is then integrated into a reconstruction used to
inform sampling in the next iteration.
We proposed an iterative method to select point spectra and
band images to provide a basis for optimally reconstructing
the hyperspectral volume. We initiate the process with taking
the band image at Amide I (1650 cm−1) which provides the
most molecular information for biological samples (Fig. 1a).
Then we apply Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) [13]
to perform a local clustering of pixels. SLIC clusters pixels
into the desired number of superpixels based on their color,
similarity and proximity in the image plane (Fig. 1b). The
center of superpixels are considered as the position of point
spectra (Fig. 1c). Selecting the new positions of point spectra
and a new single band image is done alternatively (Fig. 1d-e).
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The second band image is chosen based on the first band image
and the point spectra. We compute the spectral correlation
coefficient between the first selected band and all original
bands from the taken point spectra. The band with lowest
correlation coefficient is the most uncorrelated informative
band. The noise components have low magnitude but they
may look more different (uncorrelated) than others. Then the
optimal band should have the highest uncorrelation with the
first band and highest magnitude. Having two band images, the
SLIC algorithm is applied to find more points in spatial domain
for taking spectra. The rest of band selection is initialized with
a pair of bands B1 = 1650 and B2, followed by the orthogonal
subspace projection (OSP) algorithm [14]. Before applying
OSP, the bands with low SNR and the ones corresponding
to water absorption should be per-removed. Those bands can
be selected by computing the spectral correlation coefficient
matrix between the original bands. The bands with very
low correlation with the adjacent bands (low value in upper
diagonal of correlation coefficient matrix) carry unrelated
information (noise) and should be pre-removed.
The initial set of selected sub-bands is defined as Φ0 =
{B1, B2}. The next band B3 should provide the maximum
amount of additional information, and is therefore selected to
be the most dissimilar to Φ0. B3 therefore has the maximum
projection on the orthogonal subspace of B1 and B2 defined
as:
P = I− Z(ZᵀZ)−1Zᵀ
where Z is an N × 2 matrix where the N -pixel columns
represent the
√
N×√N band images B1 and B2 respectively.
The projection of all selected points (yN×1) in band (B) on
the orthogonal subspace of Φ are computed:
y0 = P
ᵀy
The band with the maximum orthogonal component ‖y0‖ is
the most dissimilar, therefore Φ is updated to include the
new band image: Φ1 = {B1, B2, B3}. This process continues
after selecting additional point spectra to exploit all available
information. New spectral bands are iteratively selected until
the desired threshold is reached.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION
We use a weighted LASSO hyperspectral fusion algorithm
[15], which requires two sets of data to reconstruct a high
resolution hyperspectral image. The first data set is defined as
H ∈ RND×ZS , where ND is the number of pixels in spatial
domain, and ZS is the number of spectral bands. H is a data
cube consists of spectras. The second data set is defined as
M ∈ RNS×ZD , where NS = XM × YM is the number of
pixels in spatial domain, and ZD is the number of spectra
bands. M is a data cube consists of band images at different
wavenumbers. Here, ND  NS and ZD  ZS and the goal
is to obtain a fusion image S ∈ RNS×ZS such that S has high
resolution in both spectral and spatial domain.
A. Image Generation
Image H is represented as:
H = LS + η1, (1)
where L ∈ RND×NS is an operator to re-sample S. Similarly,
image M is generated by:
M = SB + η2, (2)
where B ∈ RZS×ZD is a sparse matrix that extract individual
bands from S. Both η1 and η2 are assumed to be additive
white Gaussian noise. The next step is PCA where the fusion
image is defined as S = [s1, ..., sNS ]
T . Each rows of vector
si = [si,1, si,2, ..., si,ZS ] contains all the spectral information
at a spatial pixel location. We represent si in subspace Q as:
si = riQ, (3)
where ri ∈ R1×Z˜ is the projection of si onto the orthonormal
subspace spanned by the columns of Q ∈ RZ˜×ZS , such that
Z˜  ZS . The image R ∈ RNS×Z˜ projected onto this subspace
is composed of the reduced spectras: R = [r1, ..., rNS ]
T .
Integrating (Eqn. 3) into (Eqn. 1) and (Eqn. 2), we can express
H and M as:
H = LRQ + η1, (4)
M = RQB + η2. (5)
B. Initialization
R¯ is the initialization of R using Maximum a Posteriori
(MAP) and it is defined as:
R¯ =
(
QTLTΛHLQ + ΛR¯|M
)−1
(
LTΛHQ
TH + ΛR¯|M
−1R˜
)
. (6)
where
• R˜ = E{R¯|M} is the expected value of R¯ given M,
• Rewrite as: R˜ = E(R¯) + ΛR¯,M[M−E(M)]ΛM,M ,
• ΛR¯,M is the cross-covariance matrices with form:
ΛR¯,M = E
[(
R¯− E(M))(R¯− E(M))T ],
• ΛR¯|M is the row covariance matrix of R given M as:
ΛR¯|M = ΛR¯,R¯ −
ΛR¯,MΛ
T
R¯,M
ΛM,M
.
C. Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
(LASSO)
In the next step, LASSO is implemented to solve for R in
Equation (4) and (5). The optimization equation is as follow:
arg min
R
1
2
∥∥∥ΛH− 12 (H− LRQ)∥∥∥2
F
+
1
2
∥∥∥ΛM− 12 (M−RQB)∥∥∥2
F
+ η ‖R‖n . (7)
In the final step, ADMM is implemented to solve Equation 7
[15].
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Fig. 1. Adaptive Sampling using the iterative method. Each row, columns left to right; first column: The selected band image. Second column: The clustered
image using SLIC, center of superpixels are specified as red circles. Third column: IR spectra at the center of superpixels. By integrating ZD << ZS band
images and ND << NS point spectra, the high resolution hyperspectral image (Ns/timesZS ) is reconstructed using the proposed method (the right-hand
side image)
V. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed reconstruction method is applied on FTIR
hyperspectral data in high magnification mode from TMA
BR961 using the Agilent Stingray imaging system. The imag-
ing system is composed of a Cary 680 spectrometer coupled to
a Cary 620 microscope with 0.62 numerical aperture, projected
pixel size of 1.1 µm and spectral resolution of 8 cm−1. We
truncated the spectral range between 900 to 1800cm−1 to be
the same range of photothermal spectroscopy.
To reconstruct a single core with the size of 1380×1380×
117 from the TMA96, our algorithm requires a few number of
high resolution band images and some point spectra. The pro-
cess begins with acquiring the first band image at 1654 cm−1.
In each iteration, an extra single band is added based on
band selection described in ”Adaptive Sampling” section.
Then SLIC is applied on the available band images to extract
desired number of superpixels. The center of superpixels are
the position of point spectra. At the beginning, we specify
the number of point spectra to be 20, 40, 80, 160, 240, 480 in
each iteration respectively. However, the numbers of actually
generated superpixels is not equal to those given numbers due
updating the initialized centers as the lowest gradient position
in a corresponding local neighborhoods [16]. A smoothing
Gaussian kernel with σ = 5 is applied prior to clustering and
the compactness factor is set to be 0.03.
We compare the original and reconstructed image in each
iteration using the performance metrics including, peak signal
to noise ratio (PSNR), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) and Relative Dimensionless
Global Error (ERGAS) [17], [18], [19], [20]. In addition, to
make sure the reconstructed data can capture all biological
features, support vector machines (SVM) with radial basis
function (RBF) kernel is used to identify six major cellular
and acellular constituents of tissue, namely adipocytes, blood,
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE METRICS AND CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY IN EACH
ITERATION BY ADDING ONE BAND IMAGE AND GIVEN NUMBER OF POINT
SPECTRA.
#iter #point spectra selected wavenumbers Performance metrics RBF SVMPSNR RMSE SAM ERGAS Accuracy
1 14 1654 21.86 0.0806 2.1465 14.807 18%
2 40 1654, 991 44.14 0.0062 0.462 1.072 49%
3 68 1654, 991, 1623 45.34 0.0054 0.363 0.955 45%
4 192 1654, 991, 1623, 1562 45.15 0.0055 0.317 0.992 75%
5 378 1654, 991, 1623, 1562, 1153 46.33 0.0048 0.267 0.868 94%
6 771 1654, 991, 1623, 1562, 1153, 1083 49.60 0.0033 0.222 0.590 94%
Adi Blo Col Epi Myo Nec Adi Blo Col Epi Myo Nec
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. RBF SVM classification on the original FTIR breast core (a) and the
reconstructed core using the proposed method (b).
collagen, epithelium, necrosis, and myofibroblasts.
The RBF SVM classifier is trained using 10, 000 pixels per
class from TMA BR961 [21]. RBF SVM provides overall
accuracy of 94% on a test FTIR breast core. This core has
been used for reconstruction validation as well.
The reconstructed image is evaluated using several common
metrics(Table I). Reconstruction after two iterations generates
high quality output based on performance metrics. However,
the low classification accuracy indicates that the molecular
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Fig. 3. Infrared image of breast tissue biopsy in different wavenumbers. Top
row: the reconstruction results using 5 band images and 378 point spectra.
Bottom row: the original FTIR data (ground truth).
content is not properly reconstructed. After five iterations,
using 5 band images and 378 point spectra, the classification
accuracy reaches a similar accuracy (94%) to the original
image (Fig. 2).
The visualized results in different bands illustrates that the
reconstructed image simply resembles the original image with
117 bands and 1,904,400 pixels (Fig. 3).
To optimize number of point spectra required for an accurate
reconstruction, the iterative process is repeated using fewer
spectra. Although the performance metrics are improved in
each iteration, the classification accuracy never gets to its
highest value (94%). The reason is that band selection is based
on available point spectra. If the number of point spectra
is not enough, the selected bands would not be reliable for
reconstruction.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose an approach to reconstruct hyperspectral images
from less than 5% of the original data. Our method leverages
sparsity in both the spectrum and spatial frequencies by
selecting the most informative individual spectra and band
images. Sparse reconstruction of the image is done through
weighted LASSO tensor completion. In addition to achieving
high-quality results based on traditional metrics, we also
demonstrate that these are insufficient to capture embedded
molecular content required for chemical differentiation. We
therefore leverage a pre-trained classifier as an additional
metric that more effectively captures the potential for accurate
chemometrics and perform molecular differentiation.
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